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I wanna make a jigsaw puzzle
that’s 40,000 pieces. And when
you finish it, it says ‘go outside.’
-Demetri Martin

Questions
Surrounding
Dining Hall
Pizza
By Zachary Evans ~ Daily Bull

Somehow we have ended
up living in a world chockfull of strange mysteries that
make it nearly impossible to
get through the day without
going “what the hell is that,
eh?” These range from the
curious existence of humanities majors at Tech (aliens?)
all the way to timeless riddles
like “where the fuck is Waldo?” Though one the central
enigmas of life is found right
here in Michigan Tech’s dining halls.
Somehow the food zombies
(aka the dining staff) have
managed to make “pizza” (or
so it is called) out of nearly
anything that will fit on a
doughy circle. Experts in the
field of pizzaology are befuddled by this gastronomical
marvel likening it to a modern
Stonehenge. Though despite
the lack of hard evidence it is
highly likely that Aeolian, the
see Paper on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...like Presidential debates!

First Presidential Debate Settled by
Pokemon Battle

Who Likes Math Puzzles?!

By Jon ‘Big O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

As many of you know, with the Pokémon
generation coming of age, this most recent
first Presidential debate was a battle of
POKEMON. That’s right ladies and gentlemen, for the first time ever, Pokemon was
used to settle an important democratic
question.
The contestants, R. Money and O-bomb,
were each asked to pick a team of any 6
Pokémon that pertained to each of the 6
major issues: the Economy, Health Care,
Foreign Policy, Domestic/Social Policy, Environmental Policy, and Immigration. Each
Pokémon from each topic would fight 1v1,
no items, first to be KO’d loses. Level 100,
any moves trainable were accepted, HM
and TM allowed. Pokemon from any of
the current American releases were legal.
The night started off with a really interesting
fight: Foreign Policy. Though both candidates’ teams chose different methods of
raising them, in the end, they both fought
with Machamp (#68). A strong Pokémon,
it shook the stadium as the contestants
fought it out. Each Machamp put on their
strong arm tactics, but in the end, Barack
Obama’s Machamp kept apologizing,
resulting in a sucker punch from Romney’s
punch. As the KO hit landed, the crowd
could have sworn they heard the Mach-

amp say “Israel.” Or maybe it was “Libya”.
Either way, despite his overuse of Osama
bin Laden-style Dynamic Punches, Mitt
Romney’s Machamp’s Israeli style Revenge
and Vital Throw, with a final Submission
proved too much.
The second match was health care. This
fight was a tough one to decide since
both Pokémon had a reservoir of moves to
heal with. Obama chose Audino (#531)
and Mitt Romney entered with Chansey
(#113). The fight was rough, with Heal
Pulses, Egg Bombs, Soft boileds, Refreshes,
and Healing Wishes going around like
crazy, the match had to be called off as
both Pokémon eventually began to use
‘struggle.’
The third match, the Economy, was rather
one sided. Obama went with Meowth
(#52). When asked for why, he simply
stated, “Because of all the coins from
Payday, of course.” Meanwhile, Mitt
Romney brought forth a Muk. The battle
played out interestingly, with Romney’s
Muk (#89) using Minimize, over and over
again. Obama’s Meowth landed a few
Paydays, raising inflation by a few points,
but eventually with Muk’s Toxic, Meowth
collapsed from being poisoned. Also from
running out of gold coins.

see Plastic on back

There’s a chance of snow tomorrow!
Fingers crossed for early winter!

Fill the grid with the digits 1-9 so as not to repeat a digit in any row or column
so the digits within each heavily outlined box or boxes (cage) will produce the
target number shown in that cage by using the operation (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division) shown by the symbol after the numeral. For example,
the notation 6+ means that the numerals in the cage should add up to 6 and the
notation 48x means that by multiplying the numbers in the cage you will get 48.
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Yes, We Deliver
to Campus Too!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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wind harp, is connected in a complex
conspiracy somehow orchestrated
by the late EERC tree (kind of like the
plot of Saw 4 but a lot less stupid).

to dissect things (biology majors) but
when we found the Biology department outside trying to capture campus squirrels (to dissect no doubt),
we realized something was amiss.
Eventually we chanced upon a large
number of crates outside McNair dining hall emitting a questionable smell.
With the help of our friend the crowbar, we found that the crates were
indeed packed with heaps of not so
fluffy woodland critters. Upon further
observation we found that the food
zombies were systematically taking
the critters and forming them into
what we believe is pepperoni and
sausage.

WeLikeMazesDoYouLikeMazes?
START HERE

In response to this intriguing scenario
a secret investigation was conducted
by the highly skilled detectives here at
the Bull, aided by a random dog we
stole and called Scooby. What we unearthed was far more disturbing than
a pervert in a rubber mask and could
easily change your eating habits for the
next few days. Recently the Michigan
Tech administration secured a contract with the local road commission
under the guise of creating internships
for Civil Engineers. But the contract is
actually for the cleanup of the exces- While I must admit they do a good job
sive amount of road kill littering US-41. disguising the taste, this no doubt explains the multitude of foreign objects
Our initial assumption was that it that seem to appear on these pizwas to collect nice little samples for zas. While this does raise a staggering
those depraved individuals that like amount of health concerns and clearly
breaks many implied ethical barriers,
we’re just too lazy to do anything
The Daily Bull about it. So just fair warning if you see
a new “Disney special” at the dining
hall that does not mean it’s going to
be Mickey Mouse shaped pancakes,
it more than likely means that a logging
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The fourth match was Social and Domestic Policy. Mitt Romney opened up with Kabutops (#141). With its slashing classicalism, this dinosaur went extinct millions
of years ago. Now it’s making a resurgence of popularity, for whatever reason. Obama chose Deerling (#585), a Pokémon that changes with the seasons. In this
season, the Pokémon was perfectly equipped to take on a dual Rock-Water type. With Energy Ball and Solar Beam, Mitt Romney had little chance. Even though his
poor Kabutops stood strong with Icy Wind, it just couldn’t hold on long enough.
The fifth bout, on immigration, was less easily decided. Mitt Romney’s Bastiodon (#411) seemed to set up an impenetrable wall of defense on the matter. There
seemed to be little room for Obama’s Dugtrio (#51) to make any dent. Eventually, though, Bastiodon wavered when it ran out of stamina to hold its wall and Dugtrio’s
combo of Dig and Earthquake sent Bastiodon down for the count, giving Obama the edge and the momentum into the final fight.
The final match on Environmental Policy proved to be a tough bout. Obama’s Absol (#359) opened up with Future Sight, Bite, Double Team, and Psycho Cut. With
such a flurry of fast moves from the dark pokemon, Mitt Romney’s Snorlax (#143) took a beating. But, with its strong health and not giving any shits, it eventually
crushed the Absol with Giga Impact, as it seems the Absol just had no basis behind its attacks.
And there you have it folks, Mitt Romney won the world’s first Pokemon National Debates. Of course, that means nothing in the election booth, but hey, they showed
off their poke-stuff right?

